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STAY CONNECTED
Follow us on social media for behind the
scenes and up-to-date information on BCS.
@bellinghamcoldstorage
@bellingham.cold.storage
PRESIDENT & CEO - Doug Thomas
CONTROLLER - Thomas Johnson
CHAIRMAN - Stowe Talbot
SR VP SALES & MARKETING - José Roqués
VP OF ENGINEERING - Gary White
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER - Kim Clemons
ORCHARD PLANT MANAGER - Glen McKay
ROEDER PLANT MANAGER - Todd Morrow
OPERATIONS MANAGER - Josh Cantor
IT MANAGER - Ian Harper
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT - Sharon Rouse
COMPLIANCE MANAGER - Nicholas Sakuma
MAINTENANCE & REFRIGERATION - Jake Eiford
MANAGER

FROM OUR LEADERSHIP TEAM
It goes without saying that 2021 was an exceptionally challenging
and busy year for BCS. Among other things mentioned in last
quarter’s newsletter that made doing business tough, was the
Pandemic-driven record unemployment and labor challenges. Thus,
I want to take this moment to express my sincere appreciation for
all those wonderful individuals that make up our amazing team
here at BCS. You guys rock! In light of all the challenges, BCS
took the opportunity to engage in a number of organizational
changes within the management and administrative areas and
so please check out page 12 for those exciting changes.
The BCS team–warriors, as these past couple of years have
especially proven them to be, are critical to our supply chain,
fueling our entire economy. Being a private port, BCS was
able to serve customers that would have otherwise been
circling other ports, unable to deliver the food and supplies
that keep our country moving. So thank you, Warriors!
Wishing you a bright, warm and beautiful Spring!

@bellinghamcoldstorage
bcsmarketing@bellcold.com

FEEL LIKE SHARING?
If YOU would like to contribute to the
BCS community, please contact the
IceBreaker editorial staff via email
at bcsmarketing@bellcold.com.
We love sharing your stories, pictures,
announcements, and more!

HOW CAN WE HELP?
info@bellcold.com or 360-733-1640

Warm Regards,
Doug Thomas, President + CEO
Photo provided by Sixth Design.
Read more on the dock on page 8-9.
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BCS WARRIORS

Natasha Noso
JANUARY 2022

EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH

We take pride in our employees and when they
go the extra mile to deliver exceptional service.
Please congratulate these BCS warriors next
time you see them, it’s well deserved.

Natasha is the Senior HR Specialist and she has
done an incredible job for the past 12 years. We are
so appreciative of Natasha’s devotion to making sure
everyone continued to receive a paycheck, that benefits
are not missed, and to keeping the company ahead
of HR compliance requirements. She has also taken
on additional procedures for our required COVID-19
contact tracing/reporting.

BCS CORE VALUES
ATTITUDE

TEAMWORK

ACCOUNTABILITY

QUALITY

INTEGRITY

Joseph Courtney
DECEMBER 2021

No matter what comes her way, you can count on
Natasha to step in and get the job done.

Joey is an extremely hard worker and leaves no stone
unturned when asked to do something. He is a go-to
driver for any special project, task, or customer request.
He always asks questions before starting a project
to ensure it is done right the first time. Continually
wanting to help others and take on challenging jobs,
he is respected by all that work with him. Day after
day he comes to work with a positive ATTITUDE and
great work ethic. He continues to be a great leader and
his recent promotion to Team Lead is well deserved.
Congratulations Joey!

No matter what comes her way, you can count
on Natasha to step in and get the job done. She
demonstrates all the company core values of
TEAMWORK, QUALITY, INTEGRITY, ATTITUDE,
and ACCOUNTABILITY which she displays on a daily
basis. Since I, Thomas Johnson, joined the company in
August 2021, Natasha has helped me and others to get
up to speed on the BCS policies and procedures and
I truly appreciate all she has done for me in my short
tenure over the past 5 months.
Please join me in congratulating Natasha for being our
January Employee of the Month.

Michael Guerrero
FEBRUARY 2022

Michael came on a couple of years ago to the
engineering department. Since his arrival, I have been
astonished and impressed with his willingness to learn
and his fast comprehension of ammonia refrigeration.
He has a good ATTITUDE, is self-motivated, and
is always looking for that next project. With the
engineering department being short-staffed, Michael
always steps up to take any overtime that is thrown his
way. He is a great example of TEAMWORK. Michael
represents what BCS (or any employer for that matter)
is looking for in an employee.

Please congratulate Joseph for being our December
Employee of the Month.

Joey is an extremely hard worker and leaves no stone
unturned when asked to do something.

Please help us in congratulating Michael for being our
February Employee of the Month.

I have been astonished and impressed with Michael’s willingness
to learn and his fast comprehension of ammonia refrigeration.
4 | BCS IceBreaker
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MABERRY
PACKING
CUSTOMER OF THE QUARTER
CUSTOMER SINCE 1992
Photography by Maberry Packing

Beautiful Maberry red raspberry fields as the sun rises.

Since BCS’ inception, we have always had a very tight relationship with the
farmers and processors in Skagit, Whatcom County, and British Columbia.
We have been supporters of their initiatives at the local, State and
Federal level.

We want to thank Maberry Packing by recognizing them with
BCS’ Customer of the Quarter Award. They have been a trusted
partner for 30 years, and we look forward to working with them for
many more.

Maberry Packing is one of those companies that we have been blessed to
work with all these years. In 2022, BCS and Maberry Packing will reach a
new milestone. This Summer it will mark 30 years since BCS and Maberry
Packing started doing business together.

Thank you, Maberry Packing!

FOOD SAFETY & QUALITY
CERTIFICATIONS

Maberry Packing traces its roots back to 1944 when Leonard E. Maberry, his
wife Blanche, and their three children Winfred, Janice, and Jake moved from
Van Buren, Missouri, to the small farming community of Lynden, WA. The
family began its involvement in the berry industry soon after by planting
their first field of strawberries. In 1955 Jake and his wife Money followed in
the family tradition and began growing strawberries themselves. In 1973 they
expanded the farm and began planting red raspberries. Jake and Money’s
berry farm eventually became Maberry Packing, LLC. Today, the third and
fourth generations of Maberry’s now grow and process premium quality
Pacific Northwest strawberries, red raspberries and blueberries. Located
in the far Northwest corner of Washington State, the soil conditions and
climate are perfect to create the finest, sweetest berries in the world.
We deeply appreciate Maberry Packing’s support during all these years,
and especially during the last two when the pandemic strained us all.

• BC Kosher
• SQF Level 3 Certified
• Primus GAP Certified
• WSDA GAP Certified

Left photo: Maberry worker walking the field preparing it for the
next season.
Right photo: Raspberries growing in the summer.
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BCS OFFERS BEST
DOCKSIDE COLD STORAGE
ADVANTAGES OF CHOOSING BCS FOR YOUR
COLD STORAGE NEEDS
Photography provided by BCS
Large cold storage facilities directly attached to a private deep-water ocean dock are very unique and beneficial assets
in the US.
For 75 years, this has been a major advantage to our customers. During longshoremen strikes and when the container
supply is strained, this strategic feature has made BCS’ facility very special.

In the last 9 months our dock has seen more demand than ever:
from existing and new customers, from different areas of the
US for exports, and other countries for imports. We have seen a
demand for the usual products that we routinely handle and for
other food products. It seems like we get a new request every
week.
Our own private dock gives us control of our own operation,
allowing us to provide an excellent level of service. We
customize to meet our customers’ needs. It is truly a personal
touch.


”Public
ports are not only more expensive,
but less flexible and not as customer
friendly. You must meet their strict rules,
while BCS is able to customize its services
to meet customer needs.”
- José Roqués, SR VP of Sales and Marketing
BCS is one of the largest portside cold storage complexes on
the west coast. Our waterfront campus includes 14 warehouses,
offering frozen, chilled, and dry storage. With warehouses right
at the dock handling touches are minimum, reducing potential
damage and temperature abuse.
BCS’ port is positioned efficiently in the Puget Sound, in the
State of Washington, without the congestion of Seattle and
Tacoma, perfect for 3PL import and export distribution to and
from Canada and USA.
BCS’ facility also provides access to Burlington Northern Rail
(BNSF), connecting vessels to trucks, containers, and rail.

Top right photo: Boat arrives at the dock, and its cargo
is unloaded and moved into BCS warehouses.
Bottom left photo: Boat from New Zealand carries
beef, delivering to BCS and ships all over the world.

BCS also has excellent support services onsite: US Department
of Commerce (USDC), US Department of Agriculture (USDA),
and several onsite inspection, grading, labeling, and value-added reprocessing and packaging companies.
Washington State has many agricultural and other manufacturing exports. BCS has always handled many seafood ships
annually - exported from Washington State, and brought down
from Alaska. We have also historically handled other meats
and vegetables. The container supply chain crisis in 2021 has
increased the demand for BCS to handle all of these products
for major Seafood, Agriculture, 3PL Logistics, Distribution, and
Restaurant Chains around the world. We have booked many
more ships in 2022.
Existing regular customers have increased their utilization of
specialty cargo ships. We believe that going forward a larger
percentage of the supply chain will continue to utilize this alternative to containers as a hedge.
We are looking to explore other items that could benefit from
utilizing our dock. Specialty reefer and cargo shipping is well
suited to large containers and supersacks. We have heard
recently that the volume of coffee, rice, sugar, cocoa, grain
products, spices and ingredients has increased across docks like
ours. We would be interested in discussing all other products.
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TEAM WORK
MARQUES REYNOLDS

EVAN KERL

CHRIS NAVA

TODD MORROW

GET TO KNOW BCS

• Favorite ice cream: Strawberry.
• Favorite seafood: I enjoy eating all types, but crab
legs or sushi are my favorite.
• Time at BCS: I’ve worked for BCS since 06-13-2016
so I’m coming up on 6 years.
• Winter getaway: I’m not a huge fan of
winter weather so it would be to a beach in Mexico
with my wife.
• New year’s resolution: To become
more educated on real estate through books
and podcasts.

BCS’s impacts on its
community and the maritime
industry are made possible
by everyone who has worked
at the organization, from
those who’ve been here a
year or two to those with
40 years or more at BCS.
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You look at what we do, it’s all run
by people. It’s not the infrastructure.
The infrastructure is amazing, but
the people make it work everyday.
- Joel Harvey

• Favorite ice cream: Plain Jane Vanilla.
• Favorite seafood: Only seafood love is shrimp.
• Time at BCS: This August will be 11 years.
• Winter getaway: Kona, Big Island, Hawaii.
• New year’s resolution: To save money and 		
become better at budgeting.

• Favorite ice cream: Cookies and cream.
• Favorite seafood: I don’t love seafood but I do 		
enjoy it from time to time.
• Time at BCS: I have worked at BCS for 8 years.
• Winter getaway: I would love to go travel
around Italy.
• New year’s resolution: To take my family on a fun
trip somewhere they haven’t been.

• Favorite ice cream: Pecan Praline.
• Favorite seafood: No.
• Time at BCS: I had my 34 year anniversary
January 1st.
• Winter getaway: Fiji.
• New year’s resolution: I bought a rowing machine
at the start of the year. My goal is to do it every 		
morning before work. I have been good at sticking
to a 1/2 hour a day before work. I take the
weekends off.
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the Operations or the HR departments. This new organization will allow each
department an opportunity to have adequate bandwidth to address and stay
on top of each responsibility.

CHANGE IS GOOD!
NEW HIRES, PROMOTIONS, AND EXCITING
LEADERSHIP UPDATES

Executive Team Moving Upward and Onward
With over 21 years of dedication and service to BCS, José Roqués, because
of his mature, professional, and steady leadership throughout his career, has
been promoted to Senior Vice President of Marketing & Sales. In addition,
Jose is called upon from time to time to provide executive-level leadership in
my absence.

“The BCS warriors, are critical
to our supply chain, fueling
our entire economy.”
- Doug Thomas, CEO of BCS

Bellingham Cold Storage (BCS) is pleased to announce some exciting in-house changes with our wonderful staff.
New additions, new promotions, and some departmental reorganizations that we’re hoping will enhance the
service we provide to our customers.
Stay Tuned for Operations Flow
Heading off with changes in our leadership team, Josh Cantor was promoted on January 1 2022 from Plant Superintendent in Stanwood to Operations Manager for not only Stanwood but Orchard and Squalicum facilities, as
well as the BCS Traffic department. With a quest to achieve even higher levels of customer service and employee
satisfaction, Josh is already well on his way in leading those departments.
Another exciting promotion was Nic Sakuma, who also got the ball rolling on in-house changes this year on January
1 2022, transitioning from Operations Manager to a new role as the Quality Assurance, Continuing Education and
Sanitation Manager. Nic excelled in his role as Operations Manager, holding everything together during quite likely
two of the most challenging years in our long history. He led the operations and eventually traffic teams as well as
the QA, Sanitation and much of our compliance. Nic’s new role is an area where we believe he and his great team
will add significant value to BCS overall. Several of Nic’s new areas of responsibility were previously housed in either

Aerial view of Bellingham Cold Storage
warehouses located in Bellingham.

Another excellent addition to our leadership team was Thomas Johnson, BCS
Vice President & Controller who has done an exceptional job coming up to
speed and contributing to our team. Thomas started his career with BCS in
August 2021. Thomas is a bright, calm, and very capable new addition to our
team, and we are thrilled to have him on board.
The Pulse of BCS
For our wonderful office staff, BCS has welcomed a number of new team
members over the past ten months. On the traffic side, we had Kristina
Courtney, who started her career with BCS back in June 2017, transitioning
to the administrative team in the traffic department in April 2021. Kristina was
the first of three new traffic specialists who joined our wonderful Traffic Department Supervisor, Brittney Kerl, recently. Michelle Flores joined the traffic
team on September and then Darla Heckenlively came aboard just a month
later in October. Hence, the BCS traffic department is once again loaded with a
bright, energetic, and capable team and we are so glad to have each and every
one of them on board making our trucking companies and customers feel well
taken care of. Though they are a relatively new group of professionals to us,
Brittney’s leadership has helped each one become a seasoned vet in no time
and we’re excited to see their continued growth as they gain more valuable onthe-job experience. We are, however, still in disbelief over the loss of 25+ year
employee Treena Kiefer who passed away suddenly this past August. Treena
was one of our most dedicated, capable, and pleasant employees and a natural
leader within the traffic department. We continue to miss her daily.
Pushing Through With Perseverance
In the Human Resources department, we’re pleased to announce Kimberly
Clemons as our new Human Resources Manager. Kim began her career with
BCS on February 7, 2022. She is learning fast, and is already a compliment to
her department and the entire company. BCS also hired a new Payroll Specialist, Cheryl Baher, in December. She has done an excellent job picking up on
our PayCom system and giving the department the extra support it needed.
Natasha Noso, who has been our Senior HR Specialist and with BCS since
2010, has done an incredible job of holding the department together; in many
cases, single-handedly, while dealing with vacancies, flooding, and snowdrifts
over the last several months. We are so appreciative of Natasha’s devotion to
making sure everyone continued to receive a paycheck and various benefits
without interruption. Rounding out the HR department is new hire Robert
Emdin who is learning both payroll and other HR tasks to provide an allaround support system for the department. We are thrilled to have Robert join
our HR team as we previously knew him through his work as a security guard
at our front gate while completing his college degree.
Best Wishes to a Magnificent Employee
In the Information Technology department, BCS will be sad to see Judi
Edwards retire on January 31st after nearly 35 years with BCS in one capacity
or another. Judi was one of the original programmers on the BCS Optics system
and later the customer provided WebOptics that has been so popular with our
valued clients. We will miss Judi, her extensive knowledge, and her formidable
wit (especially when it came to keeping Gene at the front desk in line). Thank
you Judi for your outstanding service over the years!
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